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You've heard the holy call to prophetic ministry.Now what?In this book, leading prophetic voice

Jennifer LeClaire guides readers along the journey of a prophet-- from the initial call all the way

through to maturity. This "making" process is anything but easy. But LeClaire offers honest,

accessible counsel to help you move into your prophetic call. Her spiritual insights will help you

overcome the fear of man, identify and eliminate wrong motives and, above all, pursue intimacy with

God.Many prophets are called .Â .Â . but not everyone endures the "making process" to his or her

prophetic destiny. God is looking for people to entrust with the secrets of His heart.Embrace the

journey toward your call with this comprehensive, practical guide, and experience the awesome

process of being formed into a mouthpiece for the God of the universe."A clean read filled with good

information. LeClaire covers a wide range of issues that affect prophetic ministry, tackling them

biblically and with practical wisdom."--R. Loren Sandford, senior pastor, New Song Church and

Ministries"Written for this hour! Whether you just have some small inkling or have ministered a long

time in the prophetic, there is much wisdom to be mined like treasure from its page. Destined to be

a classic for generations to come."--Cindy Jacobs, Generals International; Dallas"Whatever the

sacrifice, take The Making of a Prophet into your hands and into your heart. I can assure you it will

not let you go until your questions are answered."--Steve Hill, evangelist; author, Spiritual Avalanche
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"The Making of a Prophet" is a short, but very deep book (174 pages). It helps awaken a potential

prophet no matter where they find themselves, such as within performance-driven ministries or in

the midst of their wilderness experiences. It teaches about what is likely to happen during the

making process of a prophetâ€¦.from waiting periods between the calling and the anointing, to the

potterâ€™s wheel process, to training experiences, to walking out the prophetic anointing in love to

make Jesus (Yeshua) and Godâ€™s Kingdom purposes bigger and the prophet smaller.There are

warnings to readers to be sure people are being called into the prophecy vocation and teaches

about different kinds of prophets. Most people who have accepted Jesus (Yeshua) into their hearts

are probably prophets in some kind of way(s) but some people move into a prophetic vocation.

These people really need to count the cost because the cost will be highâ€¦possibly leaving what

they are used to and people they are used to being with, enduring spiritual warfare, and the cost of

not delivering messages from God to people He wants them spoken to.Learning that being a

prophet will bring much spiritual warfare was something I hadnâ€™t really taken in before and

Iâ€™m glad it was emphasized in this book. It also showed me how to notice false or immature

prophets better; sometimes they want special titles and want a lot of credit when a prophecy comes

true. Also, it made me more aware of some of the different prophetic callings and that competition in

the prophetic vocation is a sign of immaturity.

I have to laugh at the reason the author said she wrote her book on the prophetic. It seems when

she was looking there didn't seem to be any simple book on the prophetic out there. I was the same

and felt called to write a simple book on the prophetic also for the same reason.It is always good to

learn from a person that has been called like you but has achieved a lot more success and notoriety

then you.. Just knowing the people who posted endorsements on her book is one thing, but having

them as personal friends who would stake their reputation on you is quite another.Jennifer tackles

the subject of the call, the sifting and preparation of a prophet with eloquence and is serious in what

she says but it is kind of funny too. As she mentioned the pitfalls, the strategies of the enemy, the

temptations, and all the ways you can be misled and do things wrong, I found myself shaking my

head in agreement in the fact that if I had not done it, I know of people who had.I personally think



that this book would be very valuable for any person who has a feeling they are called or has been

told by the Lord and confirmed that are called to the office of prophet. It is no nonsense, practical

advice and encouragement to the battle weary among us who are on the path to the office of

prophet, or even to us who are in the office but have not reached the heights that God has for us.If

you are considering the price of the book, just consider this book will help you walk into the destiny

that God planned for you since the beginning of time. A thousand dollars would not be too much to

pay for that help.

The Bible tells us that in the last days, God will pour out His Spirit on all flesh (Acts 2:17). These last

days have been in effect since the Day of Pentecost, and this promised outpouring of the Holy Spirit

includes men, women, young and old; none are except. A vital part of this â€œlast days

outpouringâ€• includes a release of the prophetic. Every single Christian has the ability to prophesy

residing in his/her spirit since the Holy Spirit is the One who empowers us to prophesy. Though

every believer can prophesy, there are certain individuals who have been set apart to fulfill the role

of a prophet in the body of Christ.In The Making of a Prophet, seasoned prophetic voice and

Charisma news editor, Jennifer LeClaire delivers an essential guidebookâ€”over a decade in the

makingâ€”helping you either: a) identify your calling as a prophet or b) show you how to hear

Godâ€™s voice from the ministry of the prophet.Just as there are those selected to be teachers,

pastors, evangelists and apostles, there are also people that God has specifically and uniquely

fashioned to fulfill the office of a prophet. This book is as much for those called as prophets it is for

the greater body of Christ to understand, value, and appropriately draw from the

Scripture-established prophetic office.The Making of a Prophet is a journey unlike any that I have

taken in recent years.
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